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Zelros at a Glance

250M policyholders benefiting 
from hyper-personalized recommendations 

Founded in 2016, 70 people, HQ in Paris and Montreal, with offices in 

Sample 
Customers

Recognition
Focus on 

Personal and 
SMB Lines

Direct / Captive

Brokers

Embedded

Strategic
Alliances
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Poor and impersonal engagement with customers is costly

Simplifying and personalizing customer engagement with Zelros

$500-900

avg. customer 
acquisition cost

top 3 highest of all 
industries

Very high customer 
acquisition costs

only 15%

of customers are 
satisfied with their 

insurer’s experience

Low customer 
satisfaction rates

$470B

annual lost premiums 
due to  customer churn

High churn costs
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Recommendation engine is the solution to make every customer interaction 
count!

Revenue

+35% 
Subscriptions

+33% 

Clicks

+60% 
Revenue

+23% 

Launch new offers successfully

Upskill sales agents

Improve loss ratio with risk assessment at 
the point of sale

Increase acquisition of profitable 
customers

Increased Effectiveness Increased Premiums

Improve cross- and upselling rates

Increase loyalty

Clicks

Impact of 
Recommendation 
Engines in other 
industries
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Zelros transforms insurance into a true life partner, proactive and relevant

Detect the customer's 
interest in a product and the 

key protection need to be 
covered

Inform the customer 
of the potential risk 

relative to their 
context.Protect the customer 

with the relevant 
questions and key 

elements of the offer.
Recommendations get 
more accurate over 
time with AI, fed by 
user feedback
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Zelros, the Recommendation Engine for Insurance. Across Channels.
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Step 1/ Configuration & 
Monitoring of recommendations

Online Channels

Agents / Advisors

Outbound campaigns

Step 2/ Activation at any 
customer touchpoint

In house CRM

Customer 
Data ML Models 3rd Party Data
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Zelros hyper-personalizes your customer engagement campaigns

● Select the type of segmentation you need 
between appetite for offers, life events 
detected or eligibility to certain offers

● Create the report and Zelros provides 
customer listing ready to use in your 
campaigns management solution

Zelros enables you to create hyper 
segmented customer groups to target the 
most relevant audience with the right 
message
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Zelros brings online personalized advice

● Uplift conversion rates of your online journeys 
by engaging the right customer with the right 
message

● Increase satisfaction customer centric online 
experiences

75% of insurance customers expect to find 
online personalized advices matching their 
need*. 

* according to Accenture Study
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https://www.accenture.com/_acnmedia/PDF-95/Accenture-2019-Global-Financial-Services-Consumer-Study.pdf#zoom=40
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Zelros turns agents & customer representatives into proactive trusted advisors

● Personalized advice adapted to every customer context  with 
Life event and the most relevant selling point

● Easy deployment in the agent workspace that adapts to the 
expertise of the agent (rookie or expert) with connectors to 
market leading CRMs like Salesforce. 

● Reactivity via the administration console: configuration and 
monitoring 

● Onboarding of 3rd party selling points coming from external 
providers
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Zelros gives to the insurance professional the best 
advice adapted to every customer situation.
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What Makes Zelros Unique
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Customer Analytics and
Risk Analytics transformed 

into actionable insurance 
recommendations

Time to market 10X faster
with Zelros low code 

platform and ready to use 
Apps & APIs across 

channels

Responsible AI capabilities 
validated by financial 

regulators
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We measure value through KPIs along every step of the customer journey

58
Product NPS 
as per may 
2022 survey

+50%
Sales performance 
of Insurance 
experts

+100%
Sales 
performance of 
bank advisors

+200%
growth of 
generated Zelros 
recommendations
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